Thanks. Arturo Sosa replaced Adolfo Nicolás on October 14, 2016. This succession is highly irregular, as the Black Pope is usually installed until the end of his natural life.

From: Sophie
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2016 7:59 AM
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: Hillary and Donald Prostrate to their Puppet Masters, the Jesuits before Selection Day | TABU; Towards A Better Understanding

TABU might be another blooper in my education; if it is, I'm sure you'll let me know.

Scroll down for a very elaborate photogallery of the culprits! Pics might come in handy to illustrate your point.
Or bin it!
Love & blessings, as always...


Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPad
Broken link:

cfaugere1

Jul 22, 2014

Hi Karen,
I have written a paper on a possible "Nanogold Standard", which may be of interest to you. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/nanogold.pdf
Cheers